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Abstract This paper characterizes graph
grammars which provide formal definition
of program documentation tabular forms
with respect to syntactic manipulation and
mechanical drawing. We propose an at-
tribute context-free graph grammar with
280 rewriting rules and 1248 attribute rules
for ISO 6592 based nested program forms
with 137 items. The grammar is shown to
have precedence property [1] by 5376 rela-
tions over the marks. Furthermore, we con-
sider context-sensitive graph grammars for
tessellation tabular forms.

Keywords graph grammars, program doc-
uments, form layout.

1 Introduction

Graph grammars have been studied and uti-
lized, by several authors, for their possible
association with program diagrams, gen-
eration of general diagrams and computer
aided design for the industrial objects. (see
e.g. [1],[2])

This paper deals with tabular forms for pro-
gram specification and its syntactic defini-
tion with respect to the mechanical draw-
ing. Items in program specification doc-
uments were generally listed in [3]. The
program specification documents are usu-
ally represented by tabular forms [5].

We came to notice that tabular forms can
generally be represented by graphs. Thus,
in this paper we regard the tabular forms as
nested diagrams and represent nested dia-
grams by marked graphs.

In [1], Franck employed marked graphs for
nested diagrams, introduced a precedence
graph grammar for the marked graphs
and formalized parsing of nested diagrams.
Nishino [4] introduced an attribute graph
grammar with respect to a drawing problem
of tree-like diagrams and formalized trans-
formation of tree-like diagrams. In [4], the
drawing problems were specified by seman-
tic rules of attributes. We have also studied
syntactic and algorithmic manipulation of
diagrams [6], [7] [8]. The purpose of this
paper is to characterize graph grammars
which provide formal definition of program
specification forms with respect to syntactic
manipulation and mechanical drawing.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Program Documentation Lan-
guage Hiform96

We introduce here a program documenta-
tion system called Hiform96 [6] based on
ISO6592 [3].

The International Organization for Stan-
dardization issued a guideline in ISO6592
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and described all items in program docu-
mentation in Annex A, B and C. Hiform96
includes all items defined in these Annexes.
Hiform96 is defined by 17 types of forms.
The Fig. 2.1 shows a Hiform96 program
documentation form.

program name :
subtitle :
library code :
author :
approver :

version :
original release :
current release :

A
General document

key words :
scope :

CR-code :

variant :
language :
operation :  Interactive  batch  realtime

software req. :
hardware req. :

references :

function : 1. list and explanation of input data or parameter,
2. list and explanation of output data or return value.

example :

hanoi_main
hanoi

cs - 2000 - 01
Tomokazu Arita

1.0
1999/12/22
2000/01/28

Hanoi Tower

Java JDK 1.2

1. list and explanation of input data.

int  n;   [ Number of Plates ]
String  target; [ Target Symbol ]
String  work; [ Working Symbol ]
String  destination; [ Destination Symbol ]

2. list and explanation of output data and return value.

output data  :  No.  to be moved: Source Symbol  ->  Destination Symbol
return value :  void

1.  Example of Operation

hanoi(5, A, B, C)

2.  Example of Output

1:  A -> C
2:  A -> B
1:  C -> B
3:  A -> C
1:  B -> A
. . . . . . 

Fundamental

Fig. 2.1 A program documentation of Hiform96.

The order among tabular forms is defined
by a context-free string grammar [5].

2.2 Nested Diagrams for Tabular
Forms

We use a nested diagram as a formalization
of a tabular form document. The following
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the nested diagram that
represents a tabular form.

program name :
subtitle :
library code :
author :
approver :

version :
original release :
current release :

program name :
subtitle :
library code :
author :
approver :

version :
original release :
current release :

Fig. 2.2 A tabular form and its corresponding
nested diagram.

2.3 Marked Graphs for Nested Dia-
grams

We introduce a marked graph for a nested
diagram as an example. An edge label
shows relations between items. ’lf’ is the
meaning of ’left of’. ’ov’ is the meaning of
’over’. ’in’ is the meaning of ’within’.

program name :
subtitle :
library code :
author :
approver :

version :
original release :
current release :

program name

subtitle

library code

author

approver

original release

current release

version

in in ov

ov

ov

ov

lf

lf

lf

Fig. 2.3 A nested diagram shown in Fig 2.2
and its corresponding marked graph.

Definition 2.3.1 [1]. A marked graph is a
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system (K, R, k, r) where K is a finite set
of nodes, K 6= ∅, R ⊆ K ×K, k : K → V a
mapping for marking the nodes, r : R→M
a mapping for labeling the edges. 2

2.4 Context-Free Graph Grammar

We survey here context-free graph gram-
mars [1] and precedence grammars [1]

Definition 2.4.1 [1]. A (context-free) pro-
duction is a 4-tuple p = (A, H, pe, ps), where
A is a single node graph (the left-hand side
of p), H = (Kh, Rh, kh, rh) is a nonempty
graph (the right-hand side of p), and pe, ps :
M → Kh are partial functions where M is
the set of all labels for edges. 2

Definition 2.4.2 [1]. A context-free graph
grammar is a system GG = (V, T,M, P, S),
where V is a finite set of alphabet, i.e. a set
of symbols for labeling the nodes, T ⊂ V is
a set of the terminal symbols, M is a finite
set of labels for the edges, P is a finite set
of productions of the form p = (A, H, pe, ps)
explained above, S ∈ V − T is the start
symbol, i.e. the start graph for GG. 2

Notation 2.4.3 [1]. For m ∈ M let

.
=m

def
=




(A, B)

A,B ∈ V and there
exists a rule with an
edge (x, y) on the
right-hand side where
x is labeled by A,
y is labeled by B
and (x, y) has label m.




→m
def
=




(A, B)

A,B ∈ V and there is
a rule p = (A, H, pe, ps)
and B is the label of
the node pe(m) in H




←m
def
=




(B,A)

A,B ∈ V and there is
a rule p = (A, H, pe, ps)
and B is the label of
the node ps(m) in H




2

Notation 2.4.4 [1]. For m ∈M let

<·m def
=

.
=m · +→m

·>m
def
=

+←m · .
=m

<·>m
def
=

+←m · .
=m · +→m

where + denotes transitive closure.
2

Precedence relations are conflictless if and
only if for every m ∈ M the relations
<·m,

.
=m, ·>m and <·>m are pairwise disjoint

[1].

Definition 2.4.5 [1]. A context-free graph
grammar is called a precedence grammar if
and only if (i) the precedence relations are
conflictless. (ii) all rules are uniquely in-
vertible. (iii) there is no reflexive nontermi-
nal symbol in the grammar. 2

3 Attribute Precedence
Graph Grammars for Hi-

form

3.1 Definitions for Attribute Graph
Grammar

We introduce an another type of graph
grammars for formalization of tabular forms
based on [1] and [4].

Definition 3.1.1 (cf. [1], [4]) An at-
tribute graph grammar is a 3-tuple AGG =
〈GG,Att, F 〉, where
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1. GG = (V, T,M, P, S) is called an under-
lying context-free graph grammar of AGG.
Each production p in P is denoted by p =
(A, H, pe, ps). Lab(H) denotes the set of
all occurrences of the node symbols label-
ing the nodes in the graph H.
2. Each node symbol X ∈ V of GG has two
disjoint finite sets Inh(X) and Syn(X) of
inherited and synthesized attributes, respec-
tively. We denote the set of all attributes of
nonterminal node symbols X by Att(X) =
Inh(X) ∪ Syn(X). Att =

⋃
X∈V Att(X) is

called the set of attributes of AGG. We as-
sume that Inh(S) = ∅. An attribute a of
X is denoted by a(X), and set of possible
values of a is denoted by V (a).
3. Associated with each production p =
(X0, H, pe, ps) ∈ P is a set Fp of seman-
tic rules which define all the attributes in
Syn(X0) ∪ ⋃

X∈Lab(H) Inh(X). A semantic
rule defining an attribute a0(Xi0) has the
form a0(Xi0) := f(a1(Xi1), ..., am(Xim)),
0 ≤ ij ≤ |Lab(H)|, Xij ∈ Lab(H), 0 ≤ j ≤
m. Here |Lab(H)| denotes the cardinality
of the set Lab(H), and f is a mapping from
V (a1(Xi1)× ...×am(Xim)) into V (a0(Xi0)).
In this situation, we say that a0(Xi0) de-
pends on aj(Xij) for j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m in p. The
set F =

⋃
p∈P Fp is called the set of seman-

tic rules of AGG.
2

Definition 3.1.2 An attribute graph
grammar AGG = 〈GG,Att, F 〉 is an at-
tribute precedence graph grammar ( APGG
) iff GG is a precedence graph grammar.

2

3.2 An Attribute Precedence Graph
Grammar for Hiform

We propose an attribute graph grammar
which characterize the Hiform documents.

The characterized forms are called Hi-
form2000.

The grammar which formalizes Hiform2000
is called Hiform Attribute Graph Gram-
mar(HFAGG). We show productions of
HFAGG in Table 3.1. HFAGG consists of
280 productions. The mark of the start
graph is ”[struct]”.

We also construct 1248 semantic rules of
HFAGG as shown in Table 3.1.

Proposition 1 . The grammar HFAGG
above is an attribute precedence graph
grammar.

Proof. We can construct 5376 relations
over the marks in HFAGG as shown in Ta-
ble 3.2. The relation are shown to be pair-
wise disjoint. 2

Remark. We can implement a linear time
parser[1] for the underlying graph grammar
of HFAGG. 2

3.3 The Layout Problem of Hiform

Layout problems of nested diagrams are
solved by attribute evaluation [4]. We use
attributes which are x, y, width and height.
Symbols x and y are used to calculate x
coordinate and y coordinate, respectively.
And width and height are also used to cal-
culate width and height, respectively.

Proposition 2 . Attributes in HFAGG
are evaluated in linear time. 2

4 Tessellation Forms

We consider here tessellation forms that
represent tables such as symbol tables. We
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Production Semantic ruleNo.

1

2

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

[ struct ]

in
:=

in

[ innerstruct ]
in

[ innerstruct ]
in

:=
[ head ]

[ body ]

in
ov

[ head ]
in,ov

:=
in,ov

[ head root ]
in

HEAD

[ head root ]

in
:=

[ head row ]

[ head root ]

in ov

[ head root ]
in

ov

[ head row ]
in

ov

:=

[ head row ]
in,ov

ov

[ head column ]
in,ov

ov

:=

in,ov

ov,lf

in,ov
:=

[           ]head
scalar [            ]head

columnov,lf

lf

[ head column ]
in,ov

ov,lf

[ head scalar ]
in,ov

ov,lf

:=

:=
in,ov,lf

ov,lf

Program Name

[            ]head
column

in,ov,lf

ov,lf

[           ]head
scalar

0
1

2

0
1

2

0
1 2

0 1

2

0 1

0 1

0

1
2

0 1

0 1

x(1)=0
y(1)=0

x(2)=x(1)
y(2)=y(1)

width(0) = width(2)
height(0)= height(2)

x(1)=x(0) + Mleft
y(1)=y(0) + Mtop
x(2)=x(1) + Mleft
y(2)=y(1) 
    +height(1)+Mcen

width(0) = Mleft + Mright 
      + max(width(1),width(2))
height(0)= 
       height(1)+height(2)
       +Mtop+Mcen+Mbottom

x(1)=0
y(1)=0

x(2)=x(1) + HMleft
y(2)=y(1) + HMtop

width(0) = width(2)
      +HMleft+HMright
height(0)=height(2)
      +HMtop+HMbottom

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)
x(2)=x(1)
y(2)=y(1) 
   +height(1)+HSv

width(0) = 
       max(width(1),width(2))
height(0)= 
       height(1)+height(2)
       +HSv

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)

width(0) = width(1)
height(0)= height(1)

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)

width(0) = width(1)
height(0)= height(1)

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)
x(2)=x(1) 
    + width(1) + HSh
y(2)=y(1)

width(0) = 
       width(1)+width(2)+HSh
height(0)= 
       max(height(1),height(2))

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)

width(0) = width(1)
height(0)= height(1)

x(1)=x(0)
y(1)=y(0)

width(0) = WIDTH_pname
height(0)= HEIGHT_pneme

ov ov

Table 3.1 Productions of HiForm Attribute
Graph Grammar (HFAGG).

[ head row ]

in ov lf in ov lf in ov lf in ov lf in ov lf in ov lfLeft
Right

Head

[ head root ]

[ head column ]

[ head scalar ]

Program Name

[ head root ][ head row ][ head scalar ] [ head column ] HeadProgram Name

>.
>.
>.
>.

>.
>.
>.<>.

<>.
<>.
<.

<>.
<. <.

<>.
<>.
<>.
<. <.

>.

=.
<>.

<>.
<>.

=.
=.

<>.
<>.
<>.
<.

<>.

in ov lf in ov lf in ov lf in ov lf in ov lfLeft
Right

HEAD

[ head ]

[ innerstruct ]

[ body ]

HEAD[ head ][ innerstruct ] [ body ]

=.

>.

>.
=.

>.

Table 3.2 Precedence relations in HFAGG.

note that ISO6592 does not issue about any
symbol tables. We introduce an attribute
NCE context-sensitive graph grammar that
generates tessellation forms.

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-lf

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

hf-ov

Fig. 4.1 A tessellation form and its
corresponding marked graph.

4.1 NCE Graph Grammars

Σ is the alphabet of node labels. Γ is the
alphabet of edge labels. The set of all
(concrete) graphs over Σ and Γ is denoted
GRΣ,Γ

A graph with (neighborhood controlled) em-
bedding over Σ and Γ is a pair (H,C) with
H ∈ GRΣ,Γ and C ⊆ Σ × Γ × Γ × VH ×
{in, out}. C is the connection relation of
(H,C), and each element (σ, β, γ, x, d) of
C (with σ ∈ Σ, β, γ ∈ Γ, x ∈ VH , and
d ∈ {in, out} is a connection instruction of
(H,C)

The set of all graphs with embedding over
Σ and Γ is denoted GREΣ,Γ.

Definition 4.1.1 [9]. An edNCE grammar
is a tuple G = (Σ,∆, Γ, Ω, P, S), where Σ
is the alphabet of node labels, ∆ ⊆ Σ is
the alphabet of terminal node labels, Γ is
the alphabet of edge labels, Ω ⊆ Γ is the
alphabet of final edge labels, P is the finite
set of productions, and S ∈ Σ − ∆ is the
initial nonterminal. A production is of the
form X → (D, C) with X ∈ Σ − ∆ and
(D, C) ∈ GREΣ,Γ. 2
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4.2 A Context-sensitive Attribute
Graph Grammar for Tessellation
Forms

We consider here an edNCE context-
sensitive graph grammar for tessellation
forms. We extend edNCE graph grammars
and introduce a context-sensitive attribute
graph grammar called an attribute NCE
graph grammar. We show productions of
an attribute NCE graph grammar TFAGG
in Fig. 4.2 for tessellation forms.

C

h-lf

h-lf h-lf

B

D

h-ov

h-ov

h-ov

ne

h-lf
h-lf

ne

C

B

Cell

Cell

h-lf

h-lf h-lf

B

D

h-ov

h-ov

h-ov

ne

C

B

Cell

Cell

hf-lfh-lf

hf-ov

C

D

Cell

h-ov

B

h-lf h-lf

Cell

h-ov

h-ov

Cell

x(D) = x(C)
y(D) = y(C)
x(B) = x(C)
y(B) = y(C)+height(D)

width(C) 
= max(width(D) ,width(B))

height(C) = height(D)+height(B)

x(Cell) = x(D)
y(Cell) = y(D)

width(D) = WIDTH_cell
height(D) = HEIGHT_cell

x(D) = x(C)
y(D) = y(C)
x(B) = x(C)
y(B) = y(C)+height(D)

width(C) 
= max(width(D) ,width(B))

height(C) = height(D)+height(B)

Fig. 4.2 Productions of TFAGG.

5 Conclusion

We suggested a graph grammar that char-
acterizes ISO6592 based program documen-
tation forms with respect to both the logical
and visual structures. We are now develop-
ing a software documentation system utiliz-
ing our suggested approach in this paper.
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